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Total Resource Solutions for Government Officials
Today’s technology continues to emerge in the marketplace. Security products has evolved from
overhead doors to biometrics, advanced network and physical access control. Time technology
has enhanced from issuing handwritten documents (for public filing) to electronic time/date stamp
machines that syncs directly to the National Institute Standards & Technology (NIST) for time
verification.
Amano delivers such powerful tools for security, time verification and workforce management.
We offer stand-alone or integrated solutions, ranging from hi-tech biometrics, access control,
CCTV, time stamp validation, time & attendance, parking and floor care systems.
Biometrics in the Government
Government officials have elected biometrics as another security measure to protect our country.
They were prompted to implement several biometric applications such as ID card verification,
passenger screening, visitor tracking, background screening and logical and physical
authentication. As a result, biometrics are being used worldwide in government agencies such as
municipalities, law enforcement (forensics), border management, aviation and transportation.
Amano’s Fingerprint powered by Sagem technology provides absolute certainty of a person’s
identity. Our world-leading algorithms and optical scanners capture true minutia points, 2 billion
fingerprints in over 70 countries and supports the U.S. Government FIPS 201 Standards
(TWIC, PIV and CAC Endpoint Cards). Amano’s Fingerprint was designed to manage even the
most damaged fingerprints accurately and consistently in the harshest environment.
Government Access Management
Controlling restricted areas is as equally important as securing intellectual property in government
agencies. Amano Multi-Technology Readers works in conjunction with Amano’s Access Control
Systems to prevent unwanted visitors from entering government restricted areas. Amano’s MTR’s
integrates with most proximity card technology, which enables you to use your existing
identification card. Our readers have the ability to read dual frequencies (125 kHz and 13.56 mHz)
which facilitates the addition of cards to an existing site without replacing cards.
Amano’s Nexus Lite was designed to provide municipalities with real-time web based access
control. The Network ready controller manages up to 8 doors (expandable), 16 readers with
anti-pass back, supports 1,000 users (3 cards per user) with the capacity to buffer the last 5,000
event transactions.
The Nexus 220 mid-range access control application remotely controls access to one municipality
to 128 government buildings (entry and exit control), thereby providing security at every location
with centralized integration and monitoring.
Biometrics and Access Control
for Single or Multi-Site Locations

AmanoNet enterprise solution provides government officials with access control through
proximity cards. This multi-site system operates up to 3,000 buildings utilizing a networkable
client/server system. AmanoNet also integrates with Amano’s DVMS Suite, cutting-edge
cameras, vandal resistant metal readers and time and attendance systems, thereby giving you
complete control over your organization.

Closed Circuit Television and Video Surveillance Systems
CCTV surveillance systems has become more prevalent in the government.
The combination of cameras and CCTV as a deterrent against theft and crime
brings this powerful security method one step closer to the forefront.
Amano DVMS (Digital Video Management System) offers powerful search tools
for rapid incident tracking with megapixel processing. Our latest analog or IP
camera configurations combined with our digital video recorder deters workplace
violence, false accident claims, theft and fraud. This security technique provides
crucial evidence of events occurred in your organization.
Employee Time Tracking Made Simple
Amano’s Time and Attendance systems deliver easy-to-use employee time
tracking solutions to effectively manage your payroll. Amano’s suite of
applications range from low to high end enterprise software solutions, coupled
with a broad range of hardware devices, from badge swipe to biometrics.
Our software seamlessly integrates with Amano’s access control and most
popular payroll applications such as ADP, QuickBooks, Ceridian, Peachtree,
Paychex and more.
Time Validation and Time & Attendance

Time Validation for Municipalities
Amano’s PIX-200 provides electronic time & date stamped on time sensitive
documents for municipalities. The PIX-200 delivers accurate, time
synchronization with atomic time functionality. This password protected
clock prevents tampering with settings and reduce time card fraud.
®

The TS-3000i electronic time recorder conveniently allows you to time stamp
validated documents. Our web based time and date stamp syncs directly to the
National Institute Standards & Technology (NIST) or internal/external NTP time
source. The clock provides highly accurate time that is +/-3 seconds per week.
This time stamp requires no server/desktop software, minimal IT staff
involvement and setup is quick and simple to install. Full reporting & e-mail
available.

Learn More About Amano Solutions
Visit Amano today: www.amano.com
• Access Control
• Digital Video Management
•Door Readers
•Time Clocks
•Time and Attendance
• Parking
• Floor Care

Track Movements with Parking Validation
AmanoMcGann Parking is the industry leader in revenue control parking
systems. Combined with the flexibility to integrate time and attendance and
access control in a total resource, Amano offers a powerful, economical solution
for government officials.
Reduce Cleaning Costs
Amano Pioneer Eclipse helps government officials reduce cleaning costs.
Amano’s range of efficient propane powered cleaning equipment allows janitors
to burnish much larger areas of floor space in a fraction of the time and at a
lower cost.

Amano Dealer Network
Talk with Amano today to identify the nearest Amano Dealer to you. Amano’s
extensive network of Certified Dealers throughout the USA, Mexico and Latin
America provides help with:
• Determining your requirements and providing the most cost effective scale
of solutions
• Installing and commissioning your system
• Rapid and experienced support
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